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a caste certificate holds a fundamental
role in a person’s live. it is the proof that
how a person belonged to certain caste.
further, the caste certificate is used for

various purposes. it is required by
employer to prove that employee belongs

to his/her caste. the caste certificate is
issued by the government department

which is responsible for the management
of sc/st act. this certificate is also

necessary when a person is applying for
the job in the private sector. in the recent

times, it has been required by the
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corporate companies to maintain records.
when a person is going for the social

welfare program such as schedule caste,
applying for the nrega etc. the caste

certificate is a must. “ the lineage proof is
the caste document issued by the
government department which is

responsible for the management of sc/st
act.. the government department is
responsible for the issuance of caste

certificate. there are many government
departments like - school examination,

ajudya tirth, migration etc. that are
responsible for the issuance of caste
certificate in their respective areas of

function. the lineage proof is one of the
proof which is required along with caste

certificate for the issuance of caste
certificate.” guideline form 15a. purpose

of form: this form is used by an
authorized lawyer to request that the

registrar cancel the recording of a
recorded interest (does.. caste validity
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form in marathi download 15 may 01,
2018 caste validity. caste certificate form

for obc in marathi is available at the
above-mentioned link. 15g other than this

form filed during the previous year, if
any7. total no. of form no. 15g filed.

aggregate amount of income for which
form no.15g filed. before signing the
declaration/verification, the declarant

should satisfy himself that the.
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